The use of simulation in the design stages
INTRODUCTION
Discrete event simulation has traditionally been used as a tool for studying the behavior of dynamic real-world systems. This is particularly true in the instances of manufacturing and materials handling applications. This project describes the development of a generic AGV system simulation written with the SIMNET II modeling language. The developed system is fully functional but limited to particular types of AGV systems. It is intended to be used with unidirectional, sideloading vehicles.
The use of a package such as this will allow rapid modeling of proposed AGV vehicle systems It should be used in the conceptual design stages of engineering projects. Simulations with greater levels of detail can be constructed based on this framework.
AGV SYSTEMS
AGVS are generally battery-powered, driverless vehicles that travel along paths which consist of wires buried in the floor. They are used for materials handling tasks. A central computer or distributed PLC system dispatches empty vehicles, optimize routing, inhibits collisions, prevents system gridlocks, and provides empty vehicle management. Part of the mechanism for performing these tasks are magnet codes (or telsor cards) located in the floor at regular intervals and prior to intersections. These codes (also known as control points) maintain vehicle separation and identify vehicle location to the central computer. Vehicles will often have sonic or optic sensors to prevent collisions with path obstructions and other AGVS. Communications with the central computer will usually be implemented with radios or transmitted through the guidepath wires buried in the floor (Sadowski 1987; Quinn 1987 
ROIITES; l-10/NS/5, 1,1; 5,0,6; 1,0,7; 6,0,7; 7,2,2; 21;0,5:
Once a route has been established, segment distances are obtained from a segment database. Travel time is calculated by dividing segment length by AGV speed. Table 2 illustrates.
In order for an AGV system to provide peak service, it is crucial to develop an algorithm for moving the product. This algorithm usually involves two major areas of concern: dispatching vehicles to pick up loads and managing empty vehicles in a manner that minimizes deadhead (empty vehicle) travel. If no loads are ready to be picked up, the vehicle either advances to the next parking location or remains at its current location until a load does qualify. Table 3 illustrates the AGV programming database.
Parking and Empty Vehicle Management
It is keyed by load drop-off or parking locations and shows which pick-up stations qualify for service when a vehicle is at the current location. If no loads are ready to be picked up, the vehicle performs the parking logic. Zeroes are used to fill in positions with no qualifying stations. To send vehicles to queues in an orderly fashion, a vehicle queue length database is implemented. The number of AGVS allowed enroute or residing at any particular queue is controlled. Table 5 contains a sample queue length database. 
QLENGTH;l-10/NS/1, 1,0; 2,1,0; 3,0,0; 4,0,0; 5,9,0: Table 6 is a list of all points in the system where AGVS may pick, drop or queue. The simulation uses this to move the AGV transaction to other segments of logic in the program 
EXAMPLE AGV SYSTEM
An AGV system model was created using the generic AGV simulator. Figure 1 depicts the general layout tested. Although the data used in this model has been contrived, real world data for a system such as this could be collected at the facility an AGV was to be installed.
AGV vendors would aid their potential clients in the development of these throughput figures.
The goal of this simulation is to determine an AGV count to maximize through-put and prevent any loads from waiting for assignment too long. A further constraint to use no more than six AGVS. Idle time parking areas are limited and the client doesn't wish to have too many vehicles occupy ing floor space.
Operational Assumptions
The system operates according to the following rules: 9) The system runs for 1000 minutes.
10) The custom er wishes to purchase A GVS. T-tests were performed to determine if any significant differences resulted in the model due to changes in vehicle count. Table 10 summarizes the findings. As demonstrated, the six AGV system performs significantly better in all categories except for queue 2 lengths. This is the case because queue 2 was given high priority and queue 1 was the area more likely to be starved for AGV service. 
